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 Introduction

   With intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), 

dose quality assurance (DQA) is essential for 

reducing the risk to a patient from dose error. One 

of the DQA methods, DQA for specific phantom 

study is widely used and it is processed by two 

steps. IMRT plan with target volumes is first 

generated on the image of phantom that detector 

is scanned by CT units. Doses for the phantom 

geometry and then are recalculated. At the next 

step, the dose verification is performed between 

the measured and the calculated doses for the 

phantom[1]. In these processes, the results of DQA 

are influenced by the kind of detector because 

each detector have different geometry and inherent 

characters. The geometric difference at first step 

is calibrated by recalculating doses. However, the 

geometric effects caused in the next step are not 

easily calibrated. 

In this study, we compared the DQA results 

between ArcCHECK (Sun Nuclear Inc.) and 

MatriXX (PTW Inc.) to verify the effect by 

geometric difference of the detector.

   

 Materials and methods

     ArcCHECK and MatriXX were scanned with 

1.0 mm and 1.5 mm CT slice thickness for using 

the DQA phantom. Arbitrary ROIs were contoured 

on each phantom scan. First case was composed 

of one cylindrical ROI. Second case was composed 

of inner cylindrical ROI inserted into outer 

cylindrical ROI which was used first case. The 

table1 shows the detail conditions of ROIs 

contoured on ArcCHECK and MatriXX.  

 Tble 1. Conditions of ROIs

ArcCHECK MatriXX

Inner Outer Inner Outer

Diameter (cm) 2 5 2 5

Height   (cm) 3 6 3 6

 Volume  (cm3) 20.90 119.43 21.24 120.41
  

   In all cases, the photon beams with 6 MV 

energy were delivered from 0° to 360° at intervals 

of 40°. A total dose of 300 Gy was prescribed in 

all IMRT plan. The outer and inner ROI were 

planned such that 95% and 100% of the prescribed 

dose covered the entire regions, respectively. The 

DQA results were evaluated by the gamma index 

between measured and calculated dose. γ values 

were calculated using a criterion of 3% and 3 mm.  
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 Result and discussion

   When measurement data of the ArcCHECK and 

MatriXX are respectively compared with 

calculation data, both γ values showed within 3 % 

and 3 mm. In the low dose regions, the gamma 

index of MatriXX was shown more differences 

than ArcCHECK.

Table 2 shows the results of pass rate for 

both devices. ArcCHECK and MatriXX have a 

little different values of pass rate.   

Tble 2. Pass rate of ArCHECK and MatriXX      

ArcCHECK MatriXX

Outer Outer/Inner Outer Outer/Inner

Pass Rate   (%) 95.8 95.8 99.4 98.1  

   The pass rate of MatriXX has higher than the 

value of ArCHECK. while the pass rate of 

ArcCHECK has constant value, the pass rate of 

MatriXX decreases when ROI geometry  

complexify. Geometric character of detector as well 

as contoured ROI causes many error factors which 

are shape and number of MLC segment at each 

beam direction[2]. We can assumed that the pass 

rate differences of MatriXX caused by geometric 

change are due to the angular dependency of 

MatriXX. Feydelman and also demonstrated that 

these difference are due to composite dosimetry 

using vastly different detector geometry[3]. 

 Conclusion

  In this study, it was found that there are no 

noticeable differences of DQA results by geometry 

of detector. However, each detector have pure 

geometry and limitation of inherent character. For 

these factors, the suitable calibrations of detector 

are required in order to  perform an accurate DQA. 
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